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Why I Cling to the
Old Faith
Sidney Dark
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He sat by a fire of seven-fold heat,
As He -watched by the precious ore,
And closer He bent with a searching gaze,
As He heated it more and more.
He knew He had ore that could stand the test,
And He wanted the finest gold
To mold as a crown for the King to wear
Set with gems with the price untold,
So He laid our gold in the burning fire,
Tho' we fain would have said Him "nay,"
And He watched the dross that we had not seen,
And it melted and passed away.
And the gold grew brighter and yet more bright,
But our eyes were so dim with tears,
We saw but the fire—not the Master's hand—
And questioned with anxious tears,
Yet our gold shown out with a richer glow,
As it mirrored a form above,
That bent d'er the fire, th^' unseen by us,
With a look of ineffable love.

5,

The Pastor's Work
in Building Up a
Congregation
Harry A. Cole

So He waited there with a watchful eye,
With a love that is strong and sure,
And His gold did not suffer a bit more heat
Than was needed to make it pure.—Selected.
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Victory in Trial
Joseph H,
t i j D L E S S E D is the man that endureth
•*< temptation: lor when he is tried, he
shall receive the crown of life, which the
Lord has promised to them that love Him"
(James 1:12).
The words "temptation" and "trial" (or
trouble) are sometimes used interchangeably in Scripture. "Temptation" is used in
both senses in this first chapter of James;
and we shall do well, upon another occasion to give special care to what is here
said about temptation proper, or seduction to evil; but for the present we will be
occupied more with what is said' about
our trials, troubles, sometimes called
our
"tribulations"
and
"afflictions."
Temptations to evil are often so intimately
linked with these that it is no error nor any
great digression to class them all together
as temptations. W h e n accurately analyzed,
it may be found that our trials are testings
•of our trust, and our temptations are challenges to our righteousness.
And our support and stay in either is our love of Him.
W e observe that God's blessed' man is
not one who is exempted from temptation,
nor one who is spared from trouble; but
one "that endureth temptation". Hence we
may reason that troubles and trials
pave our way to blessedness as God counts
bliss. This comports with the general declaration that "we must through much tribulation enter the kingdom of Heaven;" so
we may sincerely and heartily do as James
here bids us: "Count it all joy when (we)
fall into divers temptations" (vs. 2 ) . This,
notwithstanding the "heaviness" which, as
Peter says, may attend for a season our
manifold temptations, and of which Paul
faithfully declares, " N o chastening for the
present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous." As we have noted, • God does not
plan to exempt saints from sorrow; but has
stated that we "ourselves also, which have
the firstfruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting for
the adoption, to wit, the redemption of
our body" (Rom. 8:23). It is this frank
announcement that leads up directly to the
glorious assurance that "all things work
together for good to them that love God"
(Rom. 8:28).
"Fruits of righteousness" are said to be
yielded by proper spiritual exercises when
we are under trial. "These fruits are in
ourselves. Character and experience are
ennobled and entrenched and enforced
through our trials. Principal among the
virtues enriched is patience—and patience
is the guardian and conserver of all the
rest. "Tribulation worketh patience; and
patience, experience" (Paul). "Let patience have her perfect work" (James).
"In your patience possess ye your souls"
(Jesus). Riches in personality are of in-

Smith
finitely more value than are riches in property. W h a t we are is greater for time
and eternity than what we have. By exertion and by endurance the Spirit plans
to advance us in the likeness of Christ.
As men will travel and voluntarily undergo much hardship in search for gold, and
risk rigors of climate, and exposure to
many perils in their pursuit of wealth, much
more may we be ready to endure trial and
suffering, sacrifice and loss, when we know
that the riches of grace thereby are a
certainty, assured by God's W o r d , and
not a speculation or a lottery or a game of
chance as is the case of the exploits
men make for earthly gain or glory.
God evidently is proving us for some
holy trusts and triumphs here, and for
some heavenly regency hereafter, " W e
know not what we shall be"; only it is
written, "If we suffer (with Him), w e shall
also reign with Him". While our faithfulness will be rewarded with position and
place, the reaction also from our obedience, our service, and our trial endurance
here, has been to bring results in our own
character and personality that will qualify
us to fill our place both now and then.
Thus we are to "apprehend that for which
we are apprehended of Christ Jesus".
So we have very good ground and cause
to obey James' injunction, "Count it all
joy when (we) fall into divers temptations". Faith has its higher mathematics,
and we may safely "reckon that the sufferings of this time are not to be compared
with the glory which shall be revealed in
us"—glory in ourselves, glory in our estate,
the glory of Christ's character so wrought
in us that we shall be fitted for and adjusted to the glorious inheritance that awaits
us. But we shall not only behold but also
shall share the glory of our Lord. As it
"behooved Christ to suffer" and ''to enter
into His glory", so though our sufferings
are not like His, vicarious, yet they are
tfisciplinary and developing and they fulfill
a part, instrumentally, in the furtherance
of men's salvation and Christ's glory on
earth. Likewise they will feature conditionally in our own glorification in Heaven.
Doubtless, it is designed that ours shall
be an all-around testing. Every grace shall
in turn be tried and proved. N o w that of
our forgiveness and love of enemies. Now,
again, our non-conformity to the world.
Again, our deadness to covetousness and
to the praise and glory of men. N o w our
zeal for righteousness and for the souls of
men, and withal our faith in the blood, and
our trust in our Heavenly Father's care.
Humility, meekness, gentleness, patience
and peaceableness, all in their turn, and
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sometimes many of these in a single trial,
are proved as if by fire.
But there is an end. W e read concerning the long seige of Jesus' temptation in
the wilderness, that at length, "The devil
leaveth Him". Of the churches, following
the early persecutions, it is written, "Then
had the churches rest". Speaking of our
own temptations, Peter says, " N o w for a
season, . . . ye are in heaviness through
manifold temptations." Paul refers to our
"afflictions'' as "but for a moment". It 5s
true that "weeping may endure for a night,
but joy cometh in the morning". As j u r
Lord said to His disciples, "Ye now therefore have sorrow: but I will see you again,
and your heart shall rejoice" (John 16:22).
A venerable preacher once instructed and
comforted the writer in time of sore trial
thus, ''Remember the devil is not omnipresent (only God is that), and he cannot
spend all his time on you:" While it is
true doubtless, that we "ourselves also,
which have the firstfruits of the Spirit,
even we ourselves groan within ourselves,
waiting for the . . . redemption of the
body" (Rom. 8:23), it is also true, blessedly true, that God is faithful and will not
suffer us to be tempted above that we are
able; but will with the temptation open
a way of escape that we may be able to
bear it. And this "escape" is by moderation
and by time limitation, God being the merciful Judge of how strong and how long
our trials may be.
A finished product in Christly character
and experience is the Divine objective for
us. " W h e n he is tried", that is: when he is
proved. Sometimes a single fiery trial or
crucial test may prove a man. It was so
with Abraham in the offering of Isaac. God
accepted this as final proof that this father
of the .faithful could be trusted anywhere
for anything. Stephen's furnace, while
heated seven times hotter, did not burn
long, and in life's early manhood he was
deemed worthy of a welcome by his Lord
into the realms of glory. Longevity is not
a. maximum ambition of manhood. Decadent years may sometimes be but a detention after school hours to learn lessons
upon which one was conditioned in the
regular periods. A proved character of
righteousness, holiness and benevolence is
of more worth than amassed fortunes,
many college degrees, or fame as a centenarian.
A crown of life means much more than
we can state here in a few closing words.
Our "life", and even our "life more abundant", here has been held upon probationary tenure. W e are living racers with a
mark ahead and a prize still contingent.
The crown of life attests the finishing of
our course, and is the reward of our perserverance and patience in the pursuit.
Again, this crowning is not simply emblematic. It is actual. It is investment
with regency for which we have been
(Continued on page 352)
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"By this Shall All Men Know
that Ye are My Disciples, If Ye
Have Love, One to Another"
E translation of that passage in ReveT Hlation
referring to the Church at Ephesus by Moffatt gives us a new thought.
W e are not too sure that we are ready
to accept it just as given, but perhaps there
lies a deep truth in it for our consideration.
"You have given up loving one another
as you did at first." T h e conspicuous thing
about the early disciples was the fact that
they really loved one another and reading
lately of some of the persecutions and vicissitudes through which the early church
passed, it appears that there was very little, if any, betrayal of Christians by fellow Christians during the days of the
Catacombs or any other period of persecution. Nor were these early believers
sworn to secrecy as men would swear each
other into a fraternal organization. There
was something much deeper than a mere
oath that held them. It was the love for
each other begotten in their hearts by the
spirit of the Lord Jesus Christ.
The folks at Ephesus evidently became
impotent in their activities for the Christ
because they left off loving one another.
The majority of Christians today do not
know each other well enough. W e stand
aloof, we fail to realize each other's trial?,
burdens, hard things our fellow Christians
pass through and we are far too ready to
criticize and to find fault with the most
trivial things. You may live in a town or
city or in a community and it is natural for
you to conclude that the only people in
that town or community that are Christians
are the folks that belong to your church—
and you're not even sure that they are.
But when you really learn to know some of
these people you find some of the most
devout Christians you ever met. Christians should learn to know each other better. If we knew each other as we ought,
it would save us much of the unchristian
attitude that is often manifested.
Please don't think that it is always the
other fellow's job to get acquainted with
you, to break down the barriers which you
unconsciously set up around yourself. It
is your job just as well as theirs, to become
acquainted, to show yourself a bit friendly,
and not to feel just because you do not
know someone or because "the appearances
don't put them all on the up and up, that
you have a right to consider them on the
down and down. It matters little whether
you lay claim to having any talent or not,
here is one job that belongs to every
Christian. Furthermore, it is one of the
are^test oooortunities afforded every believer in Christ. It is the opportunity of
qett'nci church people to loving one anothei
as the first Christians did. Many a pastor
tries to do this but the job is too big for
him alone. Suppose you lend a hand
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M O R S are afloat
R Utween
Japan and

There may be that family in the community
that hasn't a great deal of standing nor
many dollars to boast of either, but you've
never invited them into your home,
you've never given them a Christian welcome, you always stood aloof. D o you
think it would hurt if you let them feel
just a bit of Christian warmth sometimes.
How about it? Really now, let; us 'fess up.
Isn't it true that many of us have given up
loving one another as the disciples did at
first.

No News from Foreign Fields
\UR readers will note the absence of foreign missionary articles in the last two
issues of the paper. T o date, we have had
no recent communications from the field.
This is, of course, just what may be expected in time of war. N o doubt these
letters are somewhere on the way and we
will eventually receive them for publication. Until then let us continue much in
prayer. W e believe that there is more to be
found in prayer than any of us have as yet
discovered. Even though written communication with the field may be hindered,
each one of us can make daily contact
by way of the throne. It is in sincere
prayer that we lay before God our deepest
desires. Furthermore, this brings us into
vital communion with Him. W h a t a glorious privilege to have a lasting, growing
and ever widening friendship with God.
It was because of Abraham's friendship
with the Heavenly Father that he was
entrusted with the glorious privilege of
becoming the intercessor for Sodom.
While it is true that Sodom was not spared, nevertheless there was a favorable response on the part of God to every stipulation that Abraham laid before Him.
Let us not try always to understand
prayer, but let us think of it as an abiding
fellowship, a rich and lasting communion
and friendship, all made available to us
through prayer. It is not necessary that
we try to analyze prayer, but rest assured
that it is that wonderful medium through
which all of us can go to God in simple
childlike faith and confidence and is immediately rewarded by finding that He
has been waiting and expecting and longing to meet us.
In these dark days, the opportunities
open to real intercessors are innumerable.
M a y we, by the grace of God, lay hold of
them.
How frequently the dry leaves of our
carelessness cover over the growing flowers of Love!—Exchange.

that the war beChina will soon
come t o a close. W e are sure that if
this once becomes a fact, it will be greatly welcomed by Christians everywhere.
In many respects missionary effort in China
has suffered serious handicaps and barriers
during the conflict. There are many missionaries who are compelled to leave the
field and seek safety elsewhere. On the
other hand there are still many missionaries in both countries and the conflict between China and Japan has furnished the
opportunity to show to these warring nations the blessing of a true and God-sent
missionary. The miraculous power of God
has been manifested through the life and
ministry of many missionaries again and
again during these troublesome times.
Dr. Egbert W . Smith, field secretary for
Foreign Missions for Southern Presbyterians, writes: "The universal testimony
of missionaries is that they never knew a
time when there was such great opportunities for Christian teaching to multitudes or when unselfish service was so
urgently needed or so deeply appreciated
by non-Christians, as well as by Christians.
T h e foreign missionary has been in a
unique position during these months of turmoil. The mission premises have frequently been the only island of safety in the sea
of dangers." There is truly a place for
the Christian in this war-torn world. If
those who profess to be followers of our
Lord were faithful in their witness for
Qhrist in whatever land they may be,
whether at home or abroad, we are sure
that the power and blessing of God would
not be lacking in enabling them to really
do exploits for Him.

The Editor Stands Corrected
of the paper, we creditI Nedthe^thelastlateis%ueHenry
Allen Stauffer, of
Pasadena, Cal., with being the person who
gave the first fiveVollars toward foreign
missions in the Brethren in Christ Church.
There was a feeling at the time we were
wrong, but as our efforts to locate the
exact dc.ta proved fruitless, we decided to
publish it.
Since then, however, quite a few of our
friends have written us and kindly pointed
out that it was Reverend Jacob E. Stauffer, who gave this offering and died in
1915 at the ripe age of over eighty years.
W e regret our error and kindly ask the
pardon of our readers. At the same time
we want to thank our friends who kindly
called our attention to the mistake, some of
those having written, accompanying their
letter with a subscription renewal.
For more data on the above, we refer
you to page 30 of the Anniversary Number of the Visitor. J. K. Forney in "Reminiscences" writes of the incident.
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| Sacrifice—-The Cost of the Christian Way |
PRACTICAL TALK—NO. SEVEN
E"

U R I N G the last decade or two the
world of education, science, business,
and industry has been preaching specialization and concentration. The argument
for specialization was based on the fact
that a multiplicity of interest and activity
would scatter the resource, and would
thus destroy the efficiency of any individual or of any business or industrial enterprise. Specialization always means sacrifice. If we choose one, we do it at the
expense of all the rest. Every choice
means saving that which is chosen and
putting aside all the rest.
From this standpoint the Christian way
is very definitely a way of sacrifice. As
Christians we have embraced the One way
and have denounced all other ways of life.
In fact, it is a requisite of the Christian
religion to set aside everything else, and
concentrate on Christ and Christianity
alone. This is true even down to one's
own household. Jesus would say to us,
His disciples of today, as He said to the
twelve disciples: " H e that loveth father or
mother more than me is not worthy of me:
and he that loveth son or daughter more
than me is not worthy of me. And he that
taketh not his cross, and followeth after
me, is not worthy of me." Matthew 10:37, 38.
In this, Jesus devotedly practiced what
He preached. T h e cross, which was more
than a symbol of sacrifice to Jesus, was
His constant passion and life motive. Repeatedly He reminded His followers that
He must sacrifice His life on the cross.
H e had chosen the 'cross way to redeem'
the world. Nothing short of sacrificing
His life on the Cross could bring Salvation
to a lost humanity. He Set His ''face as a
flint" toward the cross. Nothing could
deter Him or caus"e Him to detour. He
was determined to sacrifice to the end, and
crown His career with the giving of His
own life on the cross.
This sacrificing on the part of Jesus was
not merely for the purpose of making good
His own teaching, and for setting an example for all Christendom, but to save the
world from sin. Sin is the exact opposite
of sacrificing in behalf of someone else.
Jesus came therefore to conquer sin and put
it under His feet, so that we might be conquerors over sin through Christ our Savior.
Praise His name forever!
Sin is never interested in the good of
someone else. It is always highly selfish.
In fact, sin is selfishness gone riot. Sin
is the way of meanness and treachery.
All sin is a parasite. It feeds at the expense of others and finally destroys its own
victim. A sinner, therefore, is a sponge

Henry

G. Brabaker
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and a deadbeat, in that he contributes
nothing for the spiritual good of society,
but he is a constant drain on society.
Whether a sinner cheats, or lies, or steals,
or gambles, or drinks, he does it at the
expense of someone else.
Exactly the opposite is true of the one
who walks in the Christian way of life.
The Christian is altruistic. H e gives his
energy, his possessions, his entire life in
behalf of the salvation of others. H e is
others-minded. H e sacrifices all for the
salvation of others.
Christian sacrifice
knows no rival. It is impelled by divine
love. T h e love which emanates from God
himself knows no bounds. It will always
spend itself for the good of others.
It was rather mockingly but very truly
said of Jesus: "He saved others; himself
he cannot save." Matthew 27:42; Mark
15:31. This is the eternal earmark of
divine love. It cannot save itself; it is
bound to save others. This is the test of
genuine Christian living. Every Christian
may know by this token whether or not
he is the embodiment of divine love. If
there is a lack, the baptism of divine love
is for all who will pay the price. Surrender your all to the Lord. It is the price of
the Christian way.

Loving the Light
Menno O. Brubaker
I D V E R Y T H I N G that has life is directly
"-** or indirectly dependent on light. This
is true in both the vegetable and the animal kingdom. It is also natural for that
which is dependent to love that upon
which it depends. Let us use plant life
for an illustration. W h e n seed is placed
in the earth and germinates, it immediately
springs toward the light, for the sprout is
dependent upon and loves the light. T h e
potted plants and flowers placed inside the
windows tell me the same, when I see them
lean and grow toward the light. Direct
sunlight is essential to the growth and
health of plant and animal life. These
facts are true in the spiritual realm also.
For as the sun and moon give forth natural
light, so the Sun of Righteousness (Mai.
4:2) gives spiritual light for the souls of
men.
Man in his sinful state does not love
spiritual light. M y own experience has
proven this to be true, observation shows
it likewise, and above all the word of
God declares that men love darkness
rather than light because their deeds are
evil. Sin separates from God who is light
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(I John 1:5), and the result is darkness
fills the soul.
N o man can be at his best who does not
love light. It matters not what great things
he has achieved in life, how highly cultured he is, or how great his social influence may be, he is falling short of what
he might be if his heart was open to the
light of God.
W h e n a people continue to refuse light
they become vain in their imaginations,
their foolish heart becomes darkened, and
their mind reprobate. Their terrible state
is described in the first chapter of Romans.
Oh, the awful power of darkness! W h o
can deliver from its fearful bands?
There is only one deliverer. H o w glad
we are that there is one! It is Jesus the
true Light of the world. Jesus said of himself, "I am come a light into the world,
that whosoever believeth on me should not
abide in darkness." John 12:14. Also in
John 8:12 he says, "I am the light of the
world: he that followeth me shall not walk
in darkness, but shall have the light of
life." Paul gives a very clear statement
on this point in Col. 1:13, " W h o hath
delivered us from the power of darkness,
and hath translated us into the kingdom of
his dear Son." It is a miracle of divine
grace to be delivered from darkness, and
to have the heart opened to light.
H o w blessed the soul that has come to
love the light! For then the spiritual darkness is past and the true light shines. The
Bible, which before seemed so dark, becomes a new book, for the eyes of our
understanding have been enlightened.
Loving the light will cause us to search
God's word. "His word is a lamp unto
my feet and a light unto my path." Psalms
119:105. The Psalmist also said, "The
entrance of thy words giveth light." Psalms
119:130. W e will search His word with an
unbiased mind, in order that we might live
acceptably before Him, and have wisdom,
guidance, and discernment to meet the varied problems and responsibilities of life.
Loving the light prepares us' for an everincreasing knowledge and revelation of
divine truth. And as we behold its breadth,
and length, and depth, and height, we
stand amazed and are made to exclaim
with Paul in Romans 11:33, " O the depth
of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God! how unsearchable are his
judgments and his ways past finding out."
W h e n we love the light we will also
walk in the light. Walking in the light
results in fellowship not only with God,
but also with the saints. T o walk and
fellowship with G o d is to live in sweet
communion with Him, having a lively sense
of His presence, and endeavoring above
all things to please Him, and to be accepted
and approved of Him. The Apostle Paul
exhorted the Ephesian brethren to walk as
children of light.
God wants His children to be light-bear-
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ers. It is not within our power to give
light of ourselves, but we can be reflectors
of the true Light. Jesus said to His disciples
in His sermon on the mount: "Let your
light so shine before men, that they may
see your good works, and glorify your
Father which is in heaven. W h e n we
have learned to love and appreciate the
gospel light ourselves, we will be interested
in giving it to others. Let us be faithful
in spreading it in whatever way we can.
Finally, loving and following the light
will bring us into the very presence of the
Infinite. While here, we can have His
Spirit abiding in us. But as long as we are
living in this body we cannot literally be in
His presence. For He hath immortality,
dwelling in the light which no man can
approach unto; whom no man hath seen,
nor can see. I Tim. 6:16. But when this
corruptible shall have put on incorruption,
and this mortal shall have put on immortality, then we shall be with Him and
see Him as He is. W h a t a blessed and
purifying hope!
O Lord, help us to love light; help us
to walk in the light; help us to spread the
light; through thy light bring us to Thee.
Amen.
O M E one has said that Robinson Crusoe alone on. his island was the only
person in the world who had no responsibility to others. But he adds, "The moment Friday landed, his responsibility began. H e could shoot his gun in any direction but one—he could not shoot it at
Friday. He could eat any food he desired
—but Friday's." Our locality is always a
factor in defining responsibility. Remembering this, Christians who may not worry
much about what will become of the heathen, may well worry what will become of
themselves to whom God has given so
much, if they do not think of the needs of
the heathen.—Elisha Strafford, in Forward.

Sweet Will of God
Menno 0.

Brubaker

Sweet will of God, calling me,
Home from my wanderings, to abide in
Thee;
Into green pastures where still waters flow;
Into the peace that God's children know.
Sweet will of God—O how blest
Are they *who find its sweet and glorious
rest:
Joy 'mid earth's sorrows, peace amid earth's
pain,
Life overflowing His loved ones again.
Sweet will of God, angels heed,
In joyful service glad obedience tyield;
Harmonious strains of unity are there,
Echoing sweetly through the heavenly air.
Sweet will of God, inline shall be,
All I once claimed help me resign to Thee;
Lord, with Thy fulness all my being fill,
Prove to the world that 'Thou livest still.

V I S I T O R
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The Pastors Work in Building
Up a Congregation
Rev. Harry A. Cole
IT C A N think of no calling, or profession,
•"• ijhat demands energy, ambitibj*? and
zeal like that of a pastor, if he is to be
a success for God. T o drift with the
stream requires no energy, ambition, or
effort, but to make our little boat, go upstream, against the current, means that we
must pull on the oars with every ounce of
strength that we possess.
I think that one thing that will build
up the pastor's congregation in numbers
and make him realize his heart's desire,
(and that should be his heart's desire) is to
be "fresh." Don't mistake me, I do not
mean to "get fresh." I'm not thinking of
religious clowns, for I believe that the man
of God should be serious, that his manner
and words should inspire confidence, rather
than to implant in the minds of those in
his congregation the thought that "He's
only a joke.'' Come before your people
with a "fresh sermon," instead of a wilted
bouquet. Get something new. Pan a little
"new gold." Dig up something from the
depth. Dig out some new sermons. You
may have a wonderful testimony but don't
give it every time. People tire of repetition. Your "faithful few" hunger and long
for some fresh broth, and brother, put a
little meat in it. Pray through until God
gives you a new touch, wait before the
Lord until your "strength is renewed," and
your heart becomes aflame, and you'll find
that your ministry will be enriched and enlarged. People are interested in new
things, new garments for old rugged truths.
A woman may go to the kitchen and gather up the left-overs from the previous
meal, and set on a lunch, but I'd hate to
board there if that was the regular bill of
fare. The same thing is true about preaching. The W o r d says, "Feed my Sheep,
Feed my Lambs." Feed some with milk,
others with meat, change the diet occasionally. Change the order of service, the
same old songs, the same prayers at each
service, the same old routine becomes tiresome and monotonous, and the youngsters,
and also the oldsters, will turn to the movies, the beach, or just stay at home, unless
your services at the church challenge their
interest. T h e world has its attractions,
the movies, the dance, the alluring pleasures of our day, and whether we like it
or not, we have these things to compete
with, youth, and others are attracted by the
bright lights of s'm. Our attractions are
not these carnal pleasures, and delights
that pass with the using, but are the real
values and joys of both time and eternity.
However, regardless of the value of our
offer to the world, we must put it across in

such a manner as to attract their attention
and their attendance, or our congregation
will never be built up in numbers.
Another thing which I believe will contribute to a pastor's success, or the upbuilding of his congregation, is personal
neatness. Daniel G. Hodgin, preaching
for me one day remarked "that we should
be saving, but that God did not expect us to
save too much on our iaundry bill." Cleanliness, tidiness, and carefulness, both in
speech and dress will reflect in our ministry. I'm not thinking of costly dress, but
this is what I mean, we should do the very
best we can with what, we have. If I go
down the street with my hat on sideways,
my sleeves rolled up and my collar unbuttoned, and I meet some of my good
members on the street, and they are with
their friends, and my parishioner says,
"Mrs. Jones, I want you to meet our pastor,
this is Rev. Cole." Maybe my good, loyal
member would have the grace and humility
to do this very thing, but here is the vital
thing to consider, H o w is Mrs. Jones going
to feel? Will my appearance be inviting
or repelling? Will I see her at church
next Sunday?
Listen! As preachers we are salesmen.
W e are out selling the biggest and the best
thing under heaven. A lot depends on how
we present our goods, whether or not the
prospect signs on the dotted line. The
building up of my congregation in numbers
depends as far as I am concerned
on how good a salesman I am. Perhaps
it was John Wesley who said that about
nine-tenths of our ministery was performed
outside the pulpit, and that leads me to
feel that if I am to build up my congregation in numbers I must do some things
besides just preach so many sermons, and
hold the weekly prayer meetings. I must
be mindful of the sick, or troubled soul.
As a pastor I am constantly visiting the
sick (both souls and bodies) and I must,
be careful lest these troubled souls, in my
estimation, become just
commonplace
things, that's all in the days work. I
must guard against a lack of interest in the
old, or aged ones of my community. I
must be careful lest I become impatient
with the ailing, and unsympathetic with
those who suffer more than I understand,
and who, if I show the proper interest,
and Christ-like compassion, I may be able
to lead to Christ together with their loved
ones, and on into the church. There is
no time that words of comfort are needed
like the time when death visits a home.
If the people concerned have never dark-

continued on page 346)
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Love Feasts
Indiana
_
Nov. 4, 5
Ohio
Beulah Chapel, Springfield, O October 28, 29
beginning at 10:30 Saturday. An ordination
service to the ministry will be held in the
Sunday morning service.
Springfield
Oct. 28, 29
Chestnut Grove
Nov. 4, 5
Valley Chapel. Canton, O
Nov. 25, 26
Pennsylvania
Souderton
October 28, 29.
Gratersford, Pa
November 4, 5
Michigan
Gladwin—-Mt. Carmel
.„Nov. 4, 5
Carland
Nov. 18, 19
The Gladwin love feast will be preceded by
the District Council and a Bible Conference on
Friday and Saturday forenoon, Nov. 3, 4.
—G. G. Lyons.
Union Grove

Evangelistic Slate
O. B. ULERY, 1325 Maiden Lane, Springfield, O.
Hillsville, Va., October 10-15.
Duntroon Ont., October 31 to November 19.

Communion Services
There will be a Communion Service at the
Philadelphia Mission on Saturday evening,
November 4th.
REVIVAL SERVICES
AT MONTGOMERY CHURCH
Revival services will start at the Montgomery church, Franklin Co., Penna., Montgomery District on November 12, 1939.
Bish. Ray Witter of Navarre, Kansas, the
evangelist.
We invite all who can to come and enjoy these services with lis.

Teaching the Children
A N Y persons, some of whom have
wandered far from the religious beliefs of their parents, have given testimony
.to the value of the instruction they received from
God-feaxing
parents—usually
mothers. In many so-called old-fashioned
homes, Bible teaching was not reduced to
pleasing little platitudes about loving the
flowers and being kind to animals. One
learned that God exists, God loves even
little children, God hates and punishes iniquity, and that Christ died on the Cross
to save us.
One of the painful things we notice now
is the fear of giving that which is clear,
strong and essential to little people. Our
experts in religious pedagogy seem to have
forgotten that a child will probably accept
and grasp more truth about God and His
Son than adults.
Of course, the truth
must be put in suitable form, but it is not
necessary to lose the truth in giving a pleasing form.—The
Presbyterian.
"At this also my heart trembleth, and is
moved out of his place. Hear attentively the noise of his voice, and the sound 'chat
goeth out of his mouth." Job 37:1, 2.
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Other donations are as follows: Bro. Walter
Blackstone. a little pig; Sr. S. Oldham, one
bushel peaches, eggs, and milk; Sr. Avery
Kanode, one bushel plums; Sr. Sine. y„ bushel
peaches; Bro. Geo. Greys, meat; Sr. Hayden
Walls, bread.

TO ALL INTERESTED IN THE
BENEFICIARY WORK:
The Beneficiary Board is faced with an
immediate crisis in its finances. Our present
balance has dwindled to the zero point. We
will need approximately $300.00 for October
allowances, and the same for each succeeding month with only a balance of about
$25.00 to apply against these most urgent
needs.
For your information the funds are used
for the support of retired missionaries, ministers or their widows, orphanage workers,
and incapacitated members unable to earn a
livelihood. The funds are exhausted and we
will be unable to carry on without substantial support of the Brotherhood at large.
Are we going to fail these worthy members
at this time when the Bible commands us to
remember those less fortunate than ourselves?
|;|. •)
We as members should feel a direct responsibility as co-stewards in the House of
God to help materially at this time of great
need. Personal offerings may be sent direct
to the treasurer. We strongly urge all local
districts to consider this appeal and respond
at once.
Carl J. Ulery, Treas.
FINANCIAL REPORT
OF BENEFICIARY BOARD
July, August, September, 1939
Receipts:
Balance on hand, Joily 1, 1939
$ 623.97
Income, Oklahoma farm
'.
11.25
Green Springs S. S., Pa
13.73
Franklin Corners Cong., Ill
10.50
Mowersville S. S., Pa
7.49
Harvest Meeting, S. Dickinson Dist.
Kansas
32.32
Harvest Meeting, N. Dickinson
Dist, Kansas
35.64
Mrs. Rosanna Bender, Chambersburg, Pa
5.00
Upland S. S., Calif
33.92
Chambersburg S. S., Pa
26.69
Locust Grove S. S., Pa
8.79
Samuel Lady, Sandusky, Mich
1.00
Donegal Dist., Pa
32.10
Harrisburg Cong., Pa
50.00
Chino Cong., Calif
13.57
Morrison Cove Dist., Harvest Meeting, Pa
25.00
Mt. Rock S. S., Pa
12.42
Income, Oklahoma farm
71.66
Interest earned on deposit
4.12
Total receipts
Expenditures:
Paid to Beneficiaries:
July
August
September
Stamps
Printing and stationery
Checking service

$1019.17

for greater support of this work. Since outbalance is insumcient to meet the needs oi
the current month, we again solicit your
active ana lmmeaiate help. A special notice
nas already appeared in the previous issue
ox tne visitor, xne boara is your servant,
willing to do ail it can but it must be constantly sustained in a very substantial way
with resources, oan we in the light oi
Uoas word neglect those who have given
ana are giving their lives for the worK of
the onurcn, wniie we who have means and
are materially blessed with a job are negligent to nelp at tnis great hour of need.'
Signed, Carl J. Ulery, Treas.
RIDDLESBURG, PA.
To the Visitor Family:
we greet you in the name of Jesus.
A busy summer has ended and nature
herself tens us that the harvest is almost
past. With this object lesson in view it
snould stir -us to go forth preaching the
unsearchable riches of Christ. What a privilege we have compared to those of the war
stricken areas.
The spiritual atmosphere of our congregation has been very encouraging during the past quarter. Some have passed
through testing times but have proved that
God can keep them. Our Sunday school
has made a remarkable increase. The record Sunday was ninety in attendance and
during the past month the school averages
eighty.
The Young People's Society from Martinsburg gave us a very interesting program followed by a message from Bro.
Isaac Kanode. This service was much appreciated by all. We were pleased to have
with us in our fall lovefeast Bro. Abner
Martin and Bro. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., also a
number of other visiting brethren and sisters.
The Lord has been good in supplying our
needs since this has been a heavy quarter
due to the extra expense of canning, etc.
Financial Report
July, August, and September, 1939
Receipts:
Balance on hand, July 1, 1939
$ 5.44
Hall Offerings
31.53
Bro. and Sr. Geo. Gray
8.96
Sr. Sine
2.76
Bro. and Sr. Milne, Lisle, Ont
5.50
Irvin Miller
1.00
Bro. C. Walls
2.00
Mrs. Tom Edwards
1.00
Bro. J. Miller
1.00
B. C. Plewelling
6.50
Bro. and Sr. S. Long
1.49
Bro. and Sr. Hayden Walls
8.00
Bro. E. Moore, Tillsonburg, Ont
1.00
Frank! Walls
2.0Q
Bessie Milne
4.00
Irvin Walls
2.00
Mrs. F. Hillman
1.00

Total Expenditures
$ 895.33
Balance on hand, Oct. 1, 1939 ....$ 123.84

Total Receipts
Expenditures:
Peaches
Car repairs, gas, and oil
Coal oil
Seed Potatoes
J a r s for canning
Electricity
Sugar
Household effects
Misc
Groceries
_
Milk

The report speaks for itself, and we feel
more than justifies our previous appeal

Total Expenditures
Balance on hand, Oct. 1. 1939

235.00
235.00
414.62
3.00
5.95
1.76

$85.18

»

$ 3.00
14.44
2.77
1.00
9.07
4.62
4.21
6.38
6.15
23.02
3.67
$78.33
$ 6.85

We wish to thank all who have shared
in this, God's work. We covet an earnest
interest in your prayers.
—Elwood and Ethel Flewelling.
DAYTON MISSION REPORT
The time has again arrived to give the
report of the work here at this little Mission. We are glad to say that the Lord
has been very good to us since our last
report, giving us strength and reasonably
good health to continue our work for which
we are very thankful.
The dear Lord
helped ius in our duties and responsibilities
that were resting upon us.
The attendance of our Sunday school held
up very nicely during the summer just past,
also following our summer revival which
closed the last Sunday in June, the attendance of the church services has been real
good. We were much pleased to sea the careful attention and interest manifested, especially are we glad to see a goodly attendance at our prayer meetings for a real
spiritual prayer meeting is the life of the
church. 0 may the Lord help us to become
more spiritual and ever remain at the place
where we can carry burdens for Him in
behalf of the salvation of dear lost souls.
On Sunday July 23rd, we enjoyed a very
impressive baptismal service as six precious
souls were willing to follow the dear Lord
into the liquid stream to be baptized, also
another dear sister for whom we were praying was so blessedly restored into church
fellowship.
Among the number baptized was an aged
sister whose father was a minister in our
church in Kansas back in the years of the
past, she is now so happy and contented to
be a member and to worship in the Brethren in Christ Church, where she attended
services with her father and mother when
she was a little girl. Four of the number
baptized were of our Sunday school children
ranging in ages from 9 to 14, also a dear
young man who was so marvelously saved
from the depths of sin. We do appreciate
and enjoy so much to have these dear ones
to enjoy sweet fellowship together.
On Saturday evening, Sept, 4th, we held
our fall communion service here at the
Mission. Our dear Bro. Wilbur Snider of
North Hampton, 0., officiated so kindly in
the services for us, who under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit gave forth such
messages that we were made once more to
realize what Jesus has done for us and what
our salvation and home in heaven cost Him,
We enjoyed so much that Sr. Snider could
be with us in the communion service, also
other of the dear ones from the country.
We also are glad to have at home with us
again our dear Bro. and Sr. Isaac Engle
who have been away engaging in Mission
work nearing two years.
We are expecting D. V. to begin our revival meeting Oct. 29th, with Eld. Joseph
Vandervear of Hillman, Mich., as our evangelist.
Help us to pray for an old time revival
and that many souls may be saved before
the great day when the Lord shall come.
We are glad to report that all our needs
have been so bountifuly supplied. We do
thank all our dear ones who made this
possible.
May our dear Father in heaven bless and
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reward all who have so kindly given as
unto the Lord is our prayer.

REPORT OF SOME MISSION TREASURER
July, August, September, 1939

Financial Report
July, August, and September, 1939
Receipts:
Balance on hand, $93.56.
In His name, 41.52; Anna Lee Hane. $0.10;
Ethel Brewer, Dayton, O., 5.50; A brother,
13.34; Daniel Hane, Dayton O., 0.07; Walter
Reighard, San Francisco, Calit., 1.00; Carry
Kinzie. Dayton, O., 5.00; In his name 8.75,
Harriet Line, Dayton O., 1.00; Wiliam Maison,
Dayton, O., 1.00; Hannah McWilliams, Upland,
Calif.. 1.50; Fannie J. Sanders. North Hampton, O., 10.00; Opal Brewer, Dayton, O., 1.00;
Sr. Staten, Dayton, O., 1.00; Lucille Smith,
Dayton, O.. 4.00; F. J. Wiebe. Petersburg,
Ont., 1.00; Mission offering $127.77. Total
$318.11.
Expenditures:
Table account, 46.07; Sugar supply, 5.15;
Phone bill, 7.50; Light, power and gas, 12.14;
Hugs for dwelling, 10.50; Water bill, 4.95;
bath room changes, 1.75; Laundry soap supply,
2.89; Supply of song books, 50.00; Coal supply,
120.43; Incidentals, 17.11. Total, $278.49.
Balance on hand, October 1, 1939, $39.62.
Poor Fund Balance $7.14. Total Paid out
for needy, 3.11. Balance on hand, $4.03.
Donations of articles were made by: Raymond Paulus, Ruth Hess, Leighton Mann,
Ohmer Herr, Samuel Cassel, Bro. and Sr.
Lorenzo Hane, Carrie Kinzie. Eftie Mann, Ethel
Brewer, Ralph and Iva Herr, Daniel Engle,
David Hershey, Edward Engle, Clayton Hershey. Isaac Engle, Clay Brewer, Ray Heisey.

Balance on hand. July 1, 1939
$ 360.25
Sr. Hess, pledge
5.00
A sister, Grantham pledge
5.00
Upland S. S
38.88
Silverdale S. S
13.35
Martha Rosenberger, pledge
5.00
Elizabethtown S. S
365.00
Pleasant Hill S. S.. Kans.
11.77
Cedar Spring S. S
6.54
Alfred Rotz
100.00
Edward Gilmore, refund
10.00
Carlisle Mission Meeting
29.90
Manor Pequea Dist
40.80
Abilene S.S
24.00
Rosebank S. S., Kans
12.63
Messiah Home S. S
55.25
Mount Pleasant S. S
66.00
Vaughan Cong., Ont
27.67
Carlisle S. S
23.76
Mechanicsburg S. S
20.59
New Guilford Dist
68.00
Cross Koads Summer Bible School
Special —:
17.97
Bish. H. L. Trump and Wife
333.46
Martinsburg S. S
10.91
Mrs. Glenn Kane
2.00
Highland S. S., Ohio
9.75
A. J. Glick, pledge
5.00
Fairland s,. S
65.4a
Fairland Vacation School
14.20
Rapho Dist., Harvest meeting
93.95
Leedey S. S., Oklahoma
9.91
Daniel Engle. pledge
2.00
Pleasant Hill S. S.. Kans
16.24
Fox Hollow S. S
4.24
Rapho Dist., Mission Meeting
138.62
Carlie Cox, pledge
5.00
Grace Stoner
_..
10.00
Cumberland dist., Harvest meeting ....
25.92
Merrill Cong.,. Mich.
54.47
G. G. Lyons and wife
25.00
Conoy S. S
19.75
Souderton S. S
2L00
Coyler S. S
20.00
Expenditures:
Light house Mission, Hbg
12.00
Emma Krider, fare to Kans
38.00
Alvin Burkholder, fare to San Francisco
5.00
Payment on Riddlesburg mission
property
7.00
Harold Wolgemuth, fare to Ky
24.25
Jesse Hoover, fare to Canada
51.40
Cecil Cullen, service
- 20.00
John Garman. fare to Iron Springs —. 17.50
J. Esther Winger, Int. on Houghton
Farm
70.00
Oscar Raser, Traveling
12.00
Elwood Flewelling, special for new
building
37.36
Donald Heer, fare from Calif, to Kan.
60.00
Fannie J. Sanders, Int. on Anny
38.50
J. A. Climenhaga, rent 3 months
54.00
Workers allowances
1425.50

We remain yours for the Mission Field,
William H. and Susie Boyer.
REPORT OF MEETING AT RUST, MICH.
Dear readers of the Visitor:
Greetings of love through Jesus' precious
Name.
Tonight I am so glad that we have a dear
Savior, One who comforts and helps us
over the rough places of life and gives us
songs in the night. I'm glad our lot is
cast in this pleasant place.
Bro. Schneider came to us filled with
God's love and we had a real good meeting,
which lasted two weeks. Bro. Judson Hill
of Merrill, Mich., came as sbng leader
and indeed helped give the message in song
and testimony to those here.
What we need here are young people that
are not afraid to witness for Christ. The
young people turned out to the services in
a wonderful way.
The first Sunday of the meetings two
sisters were baptized and united with
the church. During the meeting three bowed before God and pled forgiveness; one
a middle-aged man that hadn't been at our
services before. I don't know if he ever
attended services anywhere, Bro. Schneider
called at the home and he gave his heart to
God. Although he is so deaf one has to
shout in his ear to talk to him, he has been
to Sunday school and Sunday night young
people's meeting ever since. He has given
up tobacco and other habits. God's Word
says that one soul is worth more than the
whole world. Therefore our revival must be
a success.
The second Sunday Bro. and Sr. Floyd
Abbe had their two children dedicated to
the Lord. That was a very touching service.
The last Sunday we had our love feast,
when ten of ,us took part. When we look
back and think that three years ago there
were no church members here, our
hearts are made to rejoice and we feel encouraged to press the battle on. Please
pray for this place.
Our prayer is that God may bless Bro.
Schneider and Bro. Hill bountifully for their
labor of love in this place and keep us
true to Him.
—Jos. A. Vanderveer, Hillman, Mich
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Total expenditures
Total receipts
Balance on hand, Oct. 1, 1939
Humbly submitted, Abner Martin,

1872.51
2088.90
216.39
Treas.
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May each one continue to follow the Master.
Bro. Winger told ,us a number of incidents
concerning Africa which caused us to become better acquainted with the work in
that field of God's vineyard. He also taught
the people a verse of scripture and two
hymns in the Sindebele language. We were
thankful for the special interest the young
people took in these meetings. We also
appreciated the dear ones who came in from
other parts to help in the work.
The meetings closed Sept. 17, with an
overflowing tent and some souls at the altar.
May the Lord richly bless our young brother and continue to use him in winning
precious souls for His glory.
—Esther Winger.
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DALLAS CENTER, IOWA
Dear Visitor Readers:
Greetings in Jesus Namex This summer
we had a chance to prove anew that God
is still able to save souls.
Our tent was pitched in Adel, Iowa, eight
miles from Dallas Center. Bro. William
Engle from Owosso, Michigan came as our
evangelist. Sr. Anna Jeffries from Des
Moines led the singing and helped in the
children's meetings. The meetings lasted
for three weeks. They were well attended by
folks in the Community and real interest was
manifested. The messages were appropriate
and timely. God blessed the truth and
eight precious souls prayed their way
through to victory. We are going to have
a prayer meeting in Adel every other week
instead of once a month as was formerly
done. Some folks in the community have
asked for prayer meeting in their homes.
Two young sisters were baptized and
taken into the church this fall, for which
we thank God.
There are still many needy souls in
Adel for whom we are praying. We are
pleased to report that even yet souls are
finding God. Two have prayed through and
received the infilling of the Holy Ghost.
Our prayers go with Bro. Engle as he
goes to his own field of labor, that he may
be used of God for the salvation of
souls.—Mary Landis, Cor.
MT. CARMEL, GLADWIN, MICH.
April 1st to Oct. 1st, 1939

TENT MEETING AT SHERKSTON,
ONTARIO
"Oh, magnify the Lord with me and let
us exalt His name together."
We are indeed very grateful to our heavenly Father for the way He met with us
in a revival effort at Sherkston, Ont. The
tent was pitched in the church yard and
on Tuesday evening, August 8, 1939 the
services began with Bro. Bert Winger as
evangelist. The brother was blessedly used
of the Lord in bringing the gospel message
to the people night after night and also
Sunday afternoons at the tent and Sunday
forenoons at the Black Creek Church. There
was a good attendance and a good interest
shown. A number of the brethren and
sisters would meet in the Sherkston church
before the evening services and unite their
prayers to God in behalf of the work. The
Holy Spirit worked upon the hearts of
the people and a goodly number of precious
souls sought the Lord at an altar of prayer.
Some to be saved for the first time, some
to be reclaimed and some to be sanctified
or deepened in the things of God. Also
a number of hands were raised for prayer.

To the readers of the Visitor family,
greetings:
It has been six months since we last
wrote. The death of Sr. Nye's father, conference, our tent meeting, Bro. Nye being
in Indiana and Iowa for two weeks' meeting
each, and the canning season, also the
much labor to out enough wood for a winter
in northern Michigan. We have services three
nights a week and also the regular Sunday
morning service. We were without a helper as there was none available at Conference but we are looking forward to the
coming of Sr. Sarah Wenger of Chambersburg, Pa.
There are several sick in our community.
However, some of them are recovering slowly, specially Bro. Arthur Hager. We covet
your prayers for these.
You are invited to attend our three day
conference, Nov. 3, 4, 5. If you are unable
to attend you can pray for these services.
Our fall revival is close at hand. We are
praying for the miraculous, only God can
do that. If you add your prayers, God will
be faithful in answering. We recognize
in all our watering and planting God must
give the increase. The increase in fruit
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and vegetables was abundant this fall.
Surely God has been showering His blessings upon us in a temporal way. This has
provided for our canning but no meat was
canned.
August 1st while traveling from our
young people's conference at Mooretown
we nad a oreakaown in the mission car.
After considerable trouble we were towed
to Bay City, the closest place to us, here
we made a trade for a '36 Chevrolet. We
were allowed $100.00 in trade for the old
car. We made a note of $200.00, mortgaging our cows, also making a small payment
of personal money of $25.00. The note
bears 1CM interest. If this note and interest
are not paid our cows will be taken. They
are our living. We cannot meet this debt
alone without selling our cows. Will you
help us? The Home Mission Board has
given us the privilege to ask for offerings
in the church. At this needy time there
are many of you who are ready to help in
giving and ready to pray. Our work here
would be handicapped very much if we had
no car. For instance, a young sister, who
had never traveled alone wanted to attend
M. B. C , by us having a car and one in
good condition we were privileged to take
her to school. We are sixty miles from our
closest congregation except Oak Grove and
it is thirteen miles there. We drive about
seven or eight miles to one of our regular
services. We are thirteen miles from our
closest town. I am sure you see the need of
a car in this field of labor, which when
paid for by the Church will be Church
property and used as the mission car.

^<^ MARRIAGES -**

We thank God for those who are giving
in various ways to help keep the mission going. May God richly bless each one of them.
We know of those who are giving until it
hurts for this cause and God knows them,
too, He will not forget to reward them.
Donations: Box for the needy, Harrisburg sewing circle. Box for the needy and
two comforters for the parsonage, Union
Grove sawing circle, New Paris, Ind.
FINANCIAL REPORT FOB SIX MONTHS
Balance on hand, April 1, 1939.
RiGCGiuts"

% .55

Christian Union, T. P. S., Garrett, Ind.
Mt. Rock S. S., Pa.
,
Grantham S. S., Pa
Mooretown S. S., Mich
Pequea S. S., Pa. .:
Marsh Creek S. S., Mill Hall, P a
Mearl Craighton, Mich
Leta Craighton, Mich
Amos Beech, Mich
Charles and Myrtle Nye
Mt. Carmel, Mich

8.00
11.46
24.32
5.00
23.55
9.84
6.00
1.00
50
5.00
10.07

Total receipts
Expenditures:
Car expense
Table
Buzzing wood —:
Kerosene
Church lights
Misc
Canning expenses for six months

105.29
46.94
65.62
1.50
2.16
1.95
6.10
17.26

Total expenditures
141.53
Deficit, Oct. 1, 1939
% 36.24
With Christ after the lost,
Charles and Myrtle Nye.
REPORT OF TENT SERVICES
HELD IN MONTGOMERY DISTRICT
The brethren of Montgomery district held
a tent service at Shellies Woods about
one-half mile east of Mercersburg, Pa.,
during the latter p a r t of August, which
continued two and a half weeks, with Bro.
Monroe Daurte as the evangelist, Bro.
Dourte brought stirring messages each ever
ning.
The meetings were well attended
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IIESS-SNYDER—Bro. Lester R. Hess, son
of Bro. and Sr. Abram M. Hess of Mount
Joy, Pa., and Sr. Martha L. Snyder, daughter
of Bro. and Sr. John H. Snyder of Elizabethtown, Pa., were united in marriage on Saturday, Oct. 14, at 3 P.M. at the Elizabethtown
Brethren in Christ Church in the presence of
a host of relatives and friends.
The ceremony was performed by Bishop
I. W. Musser, assisted by Elder A. Z. Hess,
grandfather of the groom.
May God's choicest blessings accompany
them through life.
MOOBE-McCULLOCH—Married at residence
of officiating minister, Eld. John A. Nigh,
Springvale, Ont., on Sept. 27, 1939, Bro. D.
Maurice Moore of Wainfleet, Ont. and Sister
L. Mabel McCulloch of Meath Park, Sask.
SIDEE-MABB—Bro. Claude Sider, son of
Bro. and Sr. Norman Sider of Sherkston, Ont.,
and Sr. Pauline, daughter of David and Sr.
Myrtle Marr of Stevensville, Ont., were united
in marriage on Sat., September 23, 1939, at
the home of officiating minister, Bish. Bert
Sherk.
May the Lord's blessing attend them through
life.

**•. OBITUARIES «.*«.
BAKER—Abram W. Baker was born in
Markham township, Ontario, May 14, 1861, and
died at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Clarence Doner, July 30, 1939, aged 78 years, 2
months, 16 days.
On May 17, 1891, he was married to Catherine Horner, who died 17 years ago. To this
union were born, two children, Ralph F. and
Margaret, wife of Clarence Doner, both residing in Gormley, Ont. Also ten granchildren
survive to mourn his loss.
Bro. Baker was converted about forty years
ago in a revival meeting in Markham Dist.,
conducted by Bish. J. R. Zook and remained
a faithful member till death.
Funeral services were held at Heise Hill
Church, conducted by Eld. J. R. Steckley and
Bish. E. J. Swalm.
Interment in Heise Hill Cemetery.
BABNHABT—Sr. Nettie, wife of Bro. Lafayette Barnhart of Sherkston, Ont., departed
this life on Friday, Sept. 29, 1939, aged 61
years. 3 months, and 7 days. She was a
daughter of the late Philip Zavity and wife,
of Sherkston, Ont.
On Feb. 2, 1898 she was united in marriage
to Bro. Lafayette Barnhart of Stevensville,
Ont. In her early married life she sought
the Lord and united with the Brethren in
Christ (Tunker) Church, to which she was
true to the end. Later they took into their
home and she mothered three children—1 boy
and 2 girls—Frank Carver, and Estella, wife
of Harry Grinham, both of Stevensville, Ont.
who still survive; and Dorothy, wife of Ed
House of Fort Erie. Ont., who passed away
about a year and a half ago. Sr. Barnhart
was the foster grandmother of eight remaining grandchildren and 1 great grandchild. She
also leaves her bereaved husband, 2 sisters
and 3 brothers: Alice, wife of Russel Moore
of Thorold, Ont., Leslie of Humberstone, Ont.;
Ralph of Buffalo N. Y.; and Norman and
Harriet on the old homestead with whom they
resided a t the time of her death and many
other relatives and friends.
Funeral services were conducted on Monday, Oct. 2. at the home with Reverends Wilmer Steele and Walter Tripp of the Reformed
Mennonite church officiating.
Interment in
the Brethren in Christ (Tunker) cemetery
adjoining the Black Creek Church.
HEBSK—Sr. Hettie, wife of Bro. Harry
Hersh of Florin. Pa., was born December 4,
1866; departed this life on October 5, 1939;
aged 72 years. 10 months, and 1 day. Bro. and
Sr. Hersh united with the Brethren in Christ
Church over forty-five years ago.
Beside her husband, she is survived by one
daughter and three grandchildren.
Funeral

and much appreciated by the church and
the community.
A number were at the altar, a few of
our number who got help and a few others.
We are sure that the seed has been sown
and that eternity will reveal that it was
well worth the effort.
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service from the home and Cross Roads
Church on Oct. 8, and conducted by Bishop
I. W. Musser and Elders Eli M. Engle and
A. Z. Hess. Text—Psalm 132:14. Interment
in adjoining cemetery.
MYERS—Sr. Katie Hoover Myers, wife of
Bro. Eli Myers of Chambersburg, Pa., R. R. 2.,
was born on May 22, 1885 and departed this
life to be with her Lord on Sept. 1, 1939, after
an illness of fourteen weeks.
Sr. Myers will be much missed in the. Air
Hill Congregation, where she was associate
teacher in the Sunday school. While Sr.
Myers suffered much, she bore her suffering
with the fortitude of those who are sustained
by the grace of God. In visiting Sister Myers
sne always spoke of her peace with God, and
her desire to depart and enjoy the everlasting
life promised to the faithful.
Bro. Myers and the following children mourn
the passing of Sr. Myers. Sr. Lela, wife of
John Bert; Sr. Margaret, wife of Walter
Hock: Carl, Roy, and Merle a t home, three
brothers and one sister also survive.
Funeral services were held in the Air Hill
Church in charge of Bish. Charlie Byers. assisted by Elder John Musser. Elder Henry
Musser of Lancaster preached from the text
Rev. 14: 12, 13. Songs used were 594, 631.
TBOUTWINE—Sr. Louisa Bless Troutwine,
wife of Bro. Benjamin Troutwine of Mount
Joy. Pa., was born January 30, 1859 and died
Sept. 30, 1939 at the age of 80 years and 8
months.
Beside her husband, one son and wife, and
three grandchildren survive. Bro. and Sr.
Troutwine have been members of the Brethren
in Christ Church for many years.
Funeral services were held from the home
and Cross Roads church on October 3rd conducted by Bishop I. W. Musser and Elder
A. Z. Hess. Text—John 11:25.
Interment
in adjoining cemetery.
WINSIOW—Died on Sept. 21, 1939 at the
home of her niece, Mrs. Evan Walker, Tillsonburg, Ont., Sr. Jennie Winslow of Springvale,
Ont., in her 52nd year.
She was converted about two years ago and
united with the Brethren in Christ Church.
REST IN THE LORD!
Amidst life's storms and cares and woes,
Amidst the plots and shafts of foes,
Amidst the powers which dare oppose,
Rest in the Lord.
Be it thy joy, O anxious soul,
Till thou shalt reach the heavenly goal,
Thy burden on thy Lord to roll,
Rest in the Lord.
Sickness may try, and losses come;
But thou art on the safe way home;
Thy Father will disperse the gloom,
Rest in the Lord.
In quiet calm—in Christ's own rest—
Is secret strength for all opprest;
AH things are working for the best,
Rest in the Lord.
Rest in His truth, His power, His grace,
Rest in His knowledge of thy case;
Rest in the sunshine of His face,
Rest in the Lord.
t ,
Rest in His love—it cannot chill;
Rest in His sweet and blessed will;
Rest in Himself; be hushed, be still,
Rest in the Lord.
—Selected.
Times of constant anxiety and stress,
such as we are living in, should drive us
back upon deeper trust in God. It is in
Him, not in any political contrivances, still
less in any ephemeral excitements, that
our true peace and happiness can be found.
Let us be sure that we seek it there, and
lead others to find it there.
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The Pastor's Work
(Continued from page 341)
ened your doors, if they have been bitter
'coward the church, if they have shown
all the unkindness possible, go to them
when 'chat little form lies cold and still,
when that mother, father, brother, sister,
or wife has been taken away by the grim
reaper, take them by the hand, and 'cell
them that you are sorry. Tell them that
Jesus cares for them, and is touched by
their grief, and ten to one, they'll desire
you to pray with them in that awful hour.
Be real in your sympathy. Jesus stood
by the graveside of' Lazarus and wept.
Personally, I think His sorrow went farther than Lazarus. I think He looked on
over the centuries and saw the broken,
bleeding hearts that had been wounded
and robbed by the cold, pitiless hand of
death. Don't be ashamed of honest tears,
but " W e e p wi'ch them that weep."
Then again, if I would succeed in building up my congregation I must be courteous. This is one of the greatest assets
that a pastor can have. It costs nothing.
It pays big dividends in friendship. It
makes people want to be near you. Sympathetic courtesy will make people wan't
to confide in you. Courteousness will
bring us calls from other churches who
would desire our services. It will draw
people into -your congregation, and thus
build it up. I cannot afford to be sarcastic.
It is one thing that should never be allowed
in a pastor's life. It will kill his influence,
and drive people from his church, and
finally himself from a useful ministry.
M a y I speak of pastoral visitation? If
I am to build up my congregation I believe
it is necessary to visit the homes, not only
of my membership, but of the outside
community as well. W h a t should be the
nature of these calls? W h a t should we
talk about? This is one place where we
should use some good "sense," if we'have
any. W e should, in calling upon strangers, be keen to discern the spiritual condition, the temperament, the personal likes
and dislikes of the one we are calling on.
In calling on the sick I think the pastor
should read .from the W o r d of God some
helpful portion, and pray for, and with
the sick, if permitted. In calling on those
who are saved, or who are Christians, try
and keep the conversation on Spiritual
things. However, we can not always dictate along this line. In calling on the unsaved, the embittered, just keep still about
religion for a while, talk of those things
they are interested in, win their friendship,
'and their confidence, and you may win
them for Christ. I recently called to see
a woman and her daughter, but they were
not at home, instead the man of the house
was there. He asked if we would come
in and wait. W e would, and so while
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waiting he first told us of his bitterness,
and how hard he was, and we listened,
and then we happened to find out he liked"
to hunt, he went and got his gun, told us
"how it would shoot, just knock 'em every
time," then we went out with him and saw
his old hound dog, and petted him a bit,
and he began to soften up, and before
we left we made a bargain that we'd go
hunting with him if he would come to
church.

verts unless you get a hearing? Don't try
to see how many things you can see, that
you can point your finger at, but rather,
by the help of the Holy Spirit, tell them
that Christ died for their sins, that they
can come and drink at the fountain of life.
How are you going to get that hearing if
you murder your influence and opportunity? One preacher in giving his report at
a certain Conference said, "I preach the
red-hot truth and consequently do not have
many people in attendance at my services,
but the seats are filled with angels." The
Bishop interrupted him and said, "Young
man, if you have so preached as to drive
people from you, you are responsible to
God, and to this Conference, for God
never called you to preach to angels."

If I would build up my congregation, I
must pay attention to the gospel that I
preach. Occasionally we are forced to
listen to some dear brother preach and
from start to finish, he "rants and raves, cuts
and lashes, rips and roars." Unless he has
hurt someone's feelings and drove them
out of the church, he feels he hasn't had
much of a meeting. If you remonstrate
with him, he tells you "God called him
to preach the truth, and he ain't goin' to
compromise." Personally I have found
this class of people, lop-sided, bull-headed,
unteachable, and touchy and grouchy when
rebuked. You may condemn me for saying
this, but friends, I don't believe such people have ever known the sanctifying grace
of God.
M y own thought of the Gospel, if I am
to build up my congregation in numbers,
is to preach the W o r d , and to "rightly
divide the W o r d . " Certainly God knows
we should not compromise. Dr. Chapman
says, "Many fail because of two contrasting faults. Either they have lost their
force, or lost their field. They lose their
force through compromise. They lose their
field through over-emphasis.
A pastor
who compromises may gain a large field,
and touch a greater number of people but
just how much virtue will there be in the
touch?" W h e n a pastor places too much
emphasis upon certain portions of the Gospel, he gets it out of balance. He swings
over into the riiitch wlbtle steering the
gospel chariot down the highway of holiness. He loses his influence and his congregation. Perhaps it was Rev. F. Lincicome who said, "It is sad to see a large
crowd of people wending, Itheir waiy on Sunday morning to a big compromising church,
to listen to a compromising preacher,
preach an emasulated Gospel. But it is almost as sad to see a handful of holy
people going to the outskirts of the city,
to. listen to a holy man of God preach a
great message to a dozen people."
Separation from the world and holy living certainly have their place in the Gospel, but to continually harp on tobacco,
the lodge, jewelry, dress and feathers will
drive people from us. Oh, yes, the faithful few, those who have been rooted and
grounded will stay by, but the theme under
discussion is "How to build up our congregation in numbers." Our work is to t r y to
get people within hearing distance of the
Gospel. H o w are you going to gain con-

If I am to build up my congregation in
numbers I must tell the truth. God hates
a lie enough so that He says that "whosoever loveth and maketh a lie" shall have
their part in the lake that burnetii with
fire and with brimstone, which is the second death. I am referring to using illustrations in preaching. Some wrote, "Put
windows in your sermons." I have heard
preachers come along and tell fantastic
tales, give them a location, a name, and
identity, and tell them for the truth,
when God knows ,(and a lot of people) that they never happened except in
the imagination of some one. If you are
going to tell a fairy tale, call it a fairy tale,
and don't say that it really happened at
a certain time and place. An over-statement is a weak statement, and if you lose
the confidence of the people because of
your "big pulpit stories" they may call
your Gospel by the same name. Let us be
careful that we do not cause people to believe we are preaching an exaggerated
Gospel.
Last but certainly not least, if we are
to build up our congregations in numbers,
we must keep our hearts tender, maintain
an even, scriptural experience of full salvation, feed the people the Gospel food
that will make them want to come back for
more. If I succeed I must be a man of
God. I must not be a disappointment to
my flock. The husbandman must be first
partaker of the fruit. It is pitiful t o hear
a man or woman trying to preach to others
an experience they themselves do not possess. How can I preach a Gospel that will
lead people into the experience of entire
sanctification unless I have that experience?
How can I make others hungry for the
blessing, unless I have had that blessing?
How can I preach a Gospel of a clean
heart unless my heart is clean? W e must
observe that we are preaching a supernatural religion. T h a t back of every program, every effort, if it is to succeed, there
must be God. As a minister I am nothing,
only as a servant to others. Just a channel through which the Spirit of God can
work. Jesus girded himself and washed the
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Why I Cling to the Old Faith
Sidney

Dark

concerned, it is sufficient to make me regard
a great part, of what is called science as
little more than an ingenious game played
by ladies and gentlemen generally with
puffed up intellects and a complete scorn
for their fellows. At the same time it is
a fact of the greatest importance that the
mostj recent discoveries of the scientists
have utterly destroyed Victorian materialA M one of those people who are total- ism.
ly unaffected, so far as faith and
T h e theory of evolution tells us that our
thought and general outlook on life are ancestors were monkeys who lived in
concerned, by the discoveries of science trees and swung from the branches by their
and the deductions of materialistic philos- tails. Your typical scientist is the most
dogmatic gentleman whom the world has
ophy.
For to me, progress means the increase ever known. People are fond of talking
of happiness among the meanest of the of the arrogance of priests, but the arrocitizens of a country, and judged by this gance of the priests is nothing to the arrostandard, it must be admitted that these gance of scientific persons. T o throw
often amazing mechanical inventions have doubts on their conclusions is to promptly
been of the smallest use to mankind. O n the be denounced as impertinent. If you dare
other hand, the development of medical to disagree you are pilloried as an ignorascience, in so far as it has 'tended to pro- mus. I do not in the least mind being
tect from disease and to alleviate pain, is • called names, so I venture to suggest that
apparently of vast benefit to humanity. the theory of the evolution of man from
Even here I have my doubts. W e live the lower creation, so far from being provlonger than our forefathers. But is long ed, is based on the flimsiest evidence and
life of itself a benefit? W e are cleaner. is disproved by obvious fact.
Our lives are -far more complex. But we
I do not deny the physical relation beare certainly neither happier nor betr tween man and the brute creature, but there
ter. W e must, however, accept the fact is an infinitely greater difference between
that we are living in a world controlled man and the next highest species of mammal
and affected by influences and powers of than there is between a monkey and a
which our fathers were ignorant and make jellyfish or between an elephant and a gerathe best possible use of them for the com- nium. It is unnecessary to recapitulate
mon good.
the possessions of mind and soul and even
It is when the scientists seek to apply body that are man's alone. M a n stands
their discoveries and deductions to the vital pre-eminent among the creatures of the
facts and problems of human life that they earth. Moreover, we know that for at
generally irritate or bore me. Many -years least five thousand years the character
ago William Morris, the Socialist poet, and nature of man have not altered at all.
pointed out that the scientific men of one The records of the Chaldeans reveal to us
generation spend their time in demolishing a race who thought as we think, dreamed
the theories laboriously developed by the as we dream, feared as we fear.
generation that preceded them. That indeed
The scientist is, therefore, faced with the
is a truism, and so far as I personally am extremely difficult problem of explaining

The author of this article is a well known
journalist and editor of London, England.
He is a layman, not a clergyman, and his
words come with redoubled force on that
account as showing the effect that Modernism has on the average man's faith.
Mr.
Dark's article is well worth studying, and
passing on to your friends.
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disciples' feet. "For I say through the grace
given unto me, to every man that is among
you, not to 'chink of himself more highly
than he ought to think; but to think soberly, according as God hath dealt to every
man the measure of faith." (Rom. 12:3).
Again, "Paul may plant, and Appolos may
water but God giveth the increase." After
all, the fine service, the beautiful words,
the very best of human effort, are only emptiness unless God is in it. "Though I
speak with the tongues of men and of
angels, and have not charity, I am become
as sounding brass, and a tinkling cymbal."
Oh, my brothers, if w e are to build up our
congregation in numbers, w e must drink

long and deep at that fountain of life.
Here we must slake our own thirst before
we can carry the water of salvation to
others. In the first Psalm we are told of a
man who shall be like a tree planted by
the rivers of water, who shall bring forth
fruit in season, and whose leaf will not
wither. If we as pastors would see our
churches built up, our congregations increased, we must do our part, as laborers
together with God, in this great harvest
of souls. (A paper read at the Annual
Ministerial Association of the Michigan
Conference and published by request of the
Association.)—'Selected from Wesleyan
Methodist.
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why evolution suddenly stopped. Homer's
Iliad was written 2,500 years ago. The
Greek Tragedies were written -2,000 years
'ago. Plato was teaching his philosophy
about the same time. There has been no
epic equal to the Iliad written during later
ages. There has been no drama greater
than that of Euripides. There has been no
more profc/und philosopher than Plato.
Aristotle remains the greatest of critics. It
is therefore clear that, so far as reason and
imagination are concerned, there has been no
progress whatever in three thousand years.
Certainly there has been no physical improvement since the days of the Greeks.
If man was created by evolution, then this
mysterious force suddenly petered out.
A number of curious people who call
themselves Modernists, who yearn to run
with the hare of faith and to hunt with
the hounds of science, who desire to attend
the meetings of the British Association and
also to inherit eternal life, suggest that it
is possible to inherit eternal life, suggest
that it is possible to accept Christianity
without believing the facts of the Christian
religion. They say that it is not necessary
to believe in the Virgin Birth of the Lord
or in His Resurrection from the grave.
They talk of "re-stating the faith in modern terms", puerile nonsense to be compared with the teetotaler offering his guests
ginger beer and assuring them that it is
champagne.
T h e medieval man believed, and I believe, that nearly two thousand years ago
in the country of Judea a Man was born of
a Virgin and that thirty-three years later
He arose from the dead. These amazing
happenings were the logical result of what
had occurred before. They were unusual,
unprecedented, miraculous.
T h e men and women who find in the
old faith not only the solution of the problems of life but the strength to face its difficulties and the promise that there will
eventually be splendid compensation for
its disappointments cannot be brushed
aside as the victims of superstition in an
age when famous scientists converse with
ghosts by the eccentric method of table
gyration and middle-aged novelists photograph fairies in woods.
In recent times almost all the most a p pealing, the most wonderful, the most selfless figures in human history have been men
to whom the faith has been the inspirer of
action and the incentive to good works.
Fr. Damien spent his life among the lepers
because he was a Christian. I have never
heard of a man leaving comfort and living
on a leper's island just because he believed
in evolution, was convinced that men were
descended from apes, and disbelieved in
the Virgin Birth..
Saints alas! are rare figures in any age,
but no age has been made without its
Christian saints, men and women who have
made infinite sacrifices, who have spent
(Continued on page 352)
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How the Shepherd Brought the
Lost Sheep In!
Rev. P. W.
j^NE night, or rather one morning, for
it was about three o'clock, I was
awakened by someone pounding at my
door. There was a man there who was
an entire stranger to me. He said, "I have
come to ask you to go with me to pray for
a dying girl." W h e n I suggested that I
would come as soon as it was daylight,
he said he feared it would be too late.
So I made ready to go. As I was dress_
ing, he said, '"I want to be fair to you
and tell you where you are going. It is
no nice place, but a house of shame. But
this girl there seems to have known you
and asks me to come as she wants you to
pray with her." I set his mind at rest on
that by telling him it didn't matter where
she was if she wanted me to pray with her.
I would go down with him as that was my
business.
He took me down into that low district
and into that house where I found a poor
girl yet in her 'teens. It was very evident
that she was soon to meet her Maker.
A little lamp was on the table by the bedside, and I turned the shade so that the
light fell on her face to see if I could recognize her. But she sensed what I was
doing at once, as she said, "I do not think
you know me. But I know you, and I
knew that you would come and pray with
me, for I am going to die. (Think of that
kind of reputation in the underworld).
The girls here do not believe that I am,
but I know that I am going."
While I was wondering just how I could
bring that poor soul to a living Savior, she
solved the problem by asking me if there
was not a story in the Bible about a sheep
that had got out of the fold and bad gone
very far astray, and of the Shepherd who
had gone after it and brought it back
again? "Oh, yes," I said, "that is the
story of the ninety and nine and the one
that went astray."
"Yes," she answered, as she unconsciously changed the emphasis from the
point where the Church has placed it on
the ninety and nine to the place that Christ
first gave it. "Yes," she murmured over
and over, "The one that went astray."
Then she led me on as she said, "Can you
find that story in the Bible?" "Yes," I
said, "that"is in the fifteenth chapter of
Luke," and I turned to it and read her
the story. But I never understood it before as I did that night, when her comment
on "the one that went astray" gave the
real point to the story.
W h e n I finished the story in Luke about
the great Shepherd, I turned over to John's
narrative about the Good Shepherd who
gave eternal life to the sheep.

Philpot

As I knelt to pray by that dying girl,
the other girls knelt too, sobbing by their
campanion's bed! W h a t an audience was
there! I have preached to vast congregations but never was a meeting more hallowed by the presence of the Lord Jesus
than this.
As I prayed there the conscious feeling
that she was being lifted into the very
light and love of God gripped me, and right
there was literally flooding her soul.
W h e n I looked up I shall never forget
the expression on that face.
"Oh," she cried. "Oh! It is wonderful.
The Good Shepherd has found me and
He is holding me to His heart!"
I had never heard that expression before
but over and over she kept repeating it.
How I thanked God that He had given
me a Gospel of Grace, for what message
would I have had for a dying sinner like
that if works or merit were demanded?
That poor lost, sheep was so happy in
her new found joy that I really wondered
if the lifting of that burden of sin from her
heart was not giving her a physical
strength that might bring recovery. And
so I ventured to go home. But when I
returned later I knew that the end had
come, as the undertaker was entering the
house as I came up.
One of the other girls came out to meet
me and her first words' were, "My, we
all wished you had been here when Mary
passed away. She was so happy. She
kept saying, 'The Shepherd has found me
and is holding me to His heart.' You may
say it was all fancy, but I believe He did.
She actually tried to clasp her arms around
the Unseen, and then with a soft 'Goodbye' to the girls she was gone."
Did He bring that lost sheep to a rejoicing heaven on His shoulder? Well,
listen to the sequel:
* * * * * * *
Some years after as I was preaching
the Gospel in a city a young woman came
to me and smilingly asked "Don't you
recognize me?" W h e n I replied that I
could not just say for sure she said, "Yes,
I think you do. I am the girl that told
you of Mary's passing that morning, and
how happy she was of her new-found joy,
as she died saying, 'The Shepherd has
found me, and He is holding me to His
heart!' But there was something else that
I wanted to tell you. Once or twice I
have started to write and tell you the story
but I did not have the courage to finish
the letter."
"Well," I said, "what is it that you
wanted to tell me?"
She replied, "Just this, that the morning
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when the Good Shepherd brought Mary
in on one shoulder, I came in on the other."
Of course this brought me great joy and
increased my confidence in the saving pow_
er of the gospel of Jesus Christ—the wonderful story of love.—In The Evangelical
Christian.

The Priceless Child
E child is the priceless asset, in the
TcHommunity.
There isn't gold enough in
a dozen banks of England to buy the boys
and girls of our city.
On tjhese boys and girls depend all
future achievements. They will make the
homes of the city. They will enlarge its
boundaries, build its new streets, its new
factories, banks and business houses.
They will be the members of the churches,
the clubs, the philanthropic and cultural
organizations.
These boys and girls will purify public
life, as well as commercial and industrial
life. They will give their fellow men a
squarer deal than has yet been igiven.
They will constitute the governments of
city, province and nation, and will have
something to say about world affairs.
But will they?
That depends very, very largely on the
school.—Toronto Globe.

Are Parents Really Interested
E take many things for granted, and
fashion our conduct more by the
prevailing customs about us than from a
carefuly wrought out basis of what is
really our duty. This holds true of our
conception of what we owe to our children
religiously and otherwise. Most of us feel
we have done our whole duty when we've
lived good, moral lives, have taught them
the duty of church and Sunday school
attendance, provided a good, comfortable
home with such luxuries as may be possible, and instilled in them the duty of right
relations to God and their fellow men.
" A father who did all this and regarded
himself an earnest Christian and a model
parent addressed a questionnaire to about
a dozen of his busines associates, who
were all members of churches. As a result
he found that three did not even know
whether their children attended Sunday
school, ten did not know the kind of teach.,
ing their children were receiving, five did
not know the departments in which their
children were enrolled, eight did not know
their Sunday school teachers personally,
and eleven never helped their children prepare the lesson, or discussed it with them
in any manner whatsoever.
In all fairness to the children and for
the sake of the kingdom of God in the
earth, something ought to be done t o
arouse parents to their woeful neglect of
their children in this matter. Souls are

i
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more important than gold, and to develop
a noble character is a greater triumph than
to win millions. It is all right to trust the
church and the Sunday school, but they
can never take the place of the influence of
the home, and the inspiration parents can
give their children in the acquirement and
practice of moral and spiritual truth. W e
believe that most parents mean well, but
their trouble is that they do not realize
their responsibility.—The Otterbein Teacher.

like the eagle's. Ever remember, "My
grace is sufficient for thee, and my strength
is made perfect in weakness".
•
M a y communion with God be your chief
concern, and the sweet relationships in
which we are placed with Him. All is well
when we walk in them; then we discern
and judge everything, day by day, which
hinders communion, so the heart does not
become hard or the conscience blunted, and
we readily enjoy those communications of
grace which give strength. Yes, seek
above all, personal communion with the
Lord.—}. N . D., in Scripture Truth.

I have greater things to attend to,"
And the pleader turned away.

The Scriptures are Alive
D. Rand

Pierce

T

H E Bible is God's living, life-giving
W o r d . It is a spiritual battery surcharged with Divine power. T o the Spiritfilled it is full of thrills, shocks and startling revelations. Its sentences are live
wires that deal life or death to the soul.
Preached under the Spirit's mighty anionting, "with the Holy Ghost sent down from
heaven," it is still the most powerful weapon with which God conquers and subdues the hearts of men. But when we stop
to think of the fact that this mighty "Sword
of the Spirit" is dependant, largely, for the
degree of its execution upon the character
of the one who wields it, how it should
arouse and awaken every preacher who
dares to appear before eternity bound souls
as "the mouthpiece of God."
W h a t a spectacle for men and angels
when a puny, prayerless, powerless preacher presumes to handle this keen, two-edged
Damascus blade that properly befits the
arm of a spiritual giant! And may not this
account to a large degree, for the present
defeated and dilapidated condition of the
church in general? For many years now,
"the armies of the living God" have been
about as helpless before the giants of error
and sin as were the host of King Saul belore the great Goliath of Gath. At a time
when the multiplying forces of evil should
have called for a more powerful and heroic
stamp of soldiership, behold an army growing daily more modernistic and anemic!
-H. of H.

Service

£

T N connection with your work, dear
-"• brother, seek the Lord's face and lean
on Him. W h e n the body is not robust
one is in danger of doing it as a task, as an
obligation, and the spirit becomes a little
legal; or one yields to weariness, and is
discouraged before God. W o r k is a favor
which is granted us. Be quite peaceful and
happy in the sense of grace; and then go
and pour out that peace to souls. This is
true service, from which one returns very
weary, it may be, in body, but sustained
and happy; one rests beneath God's wings,
and takes up the service again until the
true rest comes. Our strength is renewed

"Too Late"
W. M.

Taylor

H P H E R E are no more melancholy words
-"- in the language than these: " T o o late!"
I have heard them uttered by a brother,
as he hurried home to see a dying father;
he arrived only to be told that he had
breathed his last. And not soon shall I
forget the agony they then expressed.
Too late! I have known them uttered by
a skillful surgeon, when he was summoned
to the bedside of a dying man, and have
marked the sadness to which they gave
birth.
T o o late! I have known them uttered
by an anxious crowd, as they stood gazing
on a burning building, and sadly saw the
failure of those who sought to save the
inmates from destruction. T o o late! I
have known them uttered by the noble
crew of the life boat, when, as they put
out to the sinking ship, they beheld her
go down before their eyes, and "the frightened souls within her."
But, O! none of these circumstances can
be half so heart-rending as those in which
the sinner who has despised his day must
find himself when the terrible discovery is
made that he is too late to enter heaven.
—John Three
Sixteen.

"Unawares"
They said: "The Master is coming
To honor the town today,
And none can tell at what house or home
The Master will choose to st_»y."
Then I thought, while my heart heat wildly
What if He should come to mine?
How I would strive to entertain
And honor the Guest divine!
And straight I turned to toiling,
To make my home more neat:
I swept and polished and garnished,
And decked it with blossoms sweet.
I was troubled for fear the Master
Might come ere my task was done,
And I hastened, and worked the faster,
And watched the hurrying sun.
But right in the midst of my duties,
A woman came to my door;
She had come to tell me her sorrows,
And my comfort and aid to implore,
And I said: "I cannot listen,
Nor help you any today;
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But soon there came another,
A cripple, thin, pale and gray;
And said: " 0 , let me stop and rest
Awhile in your home, I pray!
I have traveled far since morning,
I am hungry and faint and weak;
My heart is full of misery,
And comfort and help I seek."
And I said: "I am grieved and sorry,
But I cannot keep you today;
I looked for a great and noble Guest,"
And the cripple went away.
And the day wore onward swiftly,
And my task was nearly done;
And a prayer was ever in my heart.
That the Master to me might come.
And I thought I would spring to meet Him,
And treat Him with utmost care;
When a little child stood by me,
With a face so sweet and fair,
Sweet, but with marks of teardrops,
And his clothes were tattered and old;
A finger was bruised and bleeding,
And his little bare feet were cold.
And I said: "I am sorry for you;
You are surely in need of care,
But I cannot stop to give it,
You must hasten otherwhere."
And at the words a shadow
Swept over his blue-veined brow.
"Some one will feed and clothe you, dear.
But I am too busy now."
At last the day was ended,
And my toil was over and done;
My house was swept and garnished,
And I watched in the dusk alone.
Watched, but no footfall sounded;
No one paused at my gate;
No one entered my cottage door;
I could only pray and wait.
I waited till night had deepened,
And the Master had not come;
"He has entered some other door," I cried,
"And gladdened some other home!"
My labor had been for nothing,
And I bowed my head and wept;
My heart was sore with longing,
Yet, spite of it all, I slept.
Then the Master stood before me,
And his face was grieved and fair;
"Three times today I came to your door,
And craved your pity and care;
Three times you sent me onward,
Unhelped and uncomforted;
And the blessing you might have had was
lost,
And your chance to serve has fled."
" 0 Lord, dear Lord, forgive me!
How could I know it was Thee?"
My very coul was shamed, and bowed
In the depths of humility.
And he said: "The sin is pardoned,
But the blessing is lost to thee;
For, failing to comfort the least of mine,
Ye have failed to comfort me."
—Sel. by Mrs. Chas. L. Kniesly.
Thus saith the Lord, Let not the wise man
glory in his wisdom, neither let the mighty
man glory in his might, let not the rich man
glory in his riches: but let him that glorieth
glory in this, that he understandeth and
knoweth Me, that I am the Lord which exercise loving kindness, judgment and righteousness, in the earth, for in these things I
delight, saith the Lord.—Jeremiah 9:23, 24.
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Our Young
The Story of an African
Slave Boy
Told

by Rev.

Harold

A.

Ogilvie

T was a lazy African day. Nothing exciting could happen on a day like this.
Aishe (ah ee shay) and his brother sat
in a clump of trees watching, through halfclosed eyes, the feeding herd of long-horned, hump^backed cattle, and the sprinkling
of white sheep. Rain mats and staffs lay
on the ground beside the boys. All around
them were signs of African wild life. A
flock of guinea hens cackled in the trees
above them. Partridges, black hornbills.
and brown crested crown cranes stalked
across the fields.
Blackbirds fluttered
about the sheep, and snowy cattlebirds
(followed 'che herd for a while eating the
grasshoppers and bugs stirred up. Then,
as at a signal, they noisily flew off together
and roosted in a tree some distance away,
making it suddenly bloom with a multitude
of white flowers.
The two herd-boys indifferently swatted
and slapped as sand flies, tiny, gnat-like
insects, vigorously attacked their tempting black skin. N o , nothing exciting could
happen on a day like this. The brothers
yawned, leaning back against the hot bark
of the tree trunks. T h e boys, members of
the Mohammedan Fulah tribe, were lithe
and slender. Their aquiline features were
a definite proof of Arabic ancestry.
Straight black hair hung in braids at each
side of their heads.
Suddenly Aishe sat up. He was looking
away toward the horizon. His face was
tense. Off to his right a cloud of dust
was visible. He listened intently and heard
the beat of horses' hoofs. The cloud of
dust grew larger until the boys could make
out a party of horsemen. Nearer they
came and like a flash Aishe and his brother realized that the party was coming directly towards them. T h e y jumped to
their feet, their faces stiff with fright, their
eyes staring at the approaching horses.
Only one thought filled their horror-stricken minds—slave-raiders.
W i t h a scream the boys struck off their
paralysis of fear and started to run for
the village. Nearer came the horsemen;
louder sounded the beat of the hoofs behind them.
Then Aishe felt himself swept from his
feet. In a moment's time he was seated
on one of the horses, tight in the iron grip
of the unknown rider. His brother, he
saw, had escaped.
Terror filled Aishe's mind as the riders
wheeled their horses and sped away, He
knew that he was in the hands of cruel
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slave dealers who would carry him away
and sell him. Never again would he see
his home, his mother and father. His life
as a Fulah herdboy was at an end. Anything, even death, was preferable to this.
Glancing around he saw a long curved
knife in his captor's belt.
"I'll kill myself," he thought, in his desperation; and he reached stealthily for the
knife, firmly determined to plunge it into
his heart. He grasped the weapon, but the
rider discovered his movements and caught
his hand in time to prevent the suicidal
act.
Then began Aishe's life of slavery. He
went from master to master, from village
to village, as he was traded and sold. A
long year passed. One night Aishe was
filled with a strange excitement. He and
his master had arrived at a new village, and
he had heard the playing of bamboo flutes.
It sounded like the music of his own Fulah
tribe.
" W e have circled," he thought joyfully,
"and I am in my own village again."
The light of the following day, however,
revealed that he was mistaken. T h e village
was a strange one. Early in the day he
was taken across the river and sold to the
chief of the neighboring village for two
horses. This village was Miango.
Many years passed as Aishe, the slaveboy, grew up with the chief's children. He
worked in the fields with them, slept in
their hut, and took over their pagan Iregwe
customs of demon and ancestor worship,
fetish sacrifice, tribal mutilations of the
skin, beer-drinking, polygamy, and wifestealing. W h e n the old chief died, his son
took his place; and Aishe now was looked
upon as the chief's brother.
One memorable day Aishe heard s
strange new story from the lips of a white
man. It was the story of the Son of God
who came down from heaven to die to
save men and transfom their lives. An<?
that story was to transform, after a series
of events, the life of Aishe, slave, wifestealer, and ancestor worshipper.
Aishe was antagonistic when the missionary first came to the chief's compound
to preach. H e consented to attend church
once or twice, but he made no place in
his heart for the Gospel. His brother, the
chief, however, was open to it, and came
to the point of resolving to burn his demon
altar.
A ceremony was arranged for the burning, and the evening arrived. Missionaries
and Christians were gathered around the
fire in the chief's compound. Back from
the crowd by one of the low mud huts,
Aishe and Domu, a brother-slave, skeptically watched the proceedings. After a
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short time of singing and testifying, the
chief brought out the altar and, with the
'crowd following, carried it to an open
space outside of the compound grounds.
Meanwhile Aishe and Domu, who had refused to go with the others, prophesied
dire results of the burning.
"Not one of those people will come back
to this compound alive," Aishe asserted.
"The altar will fall on them and destroy
them."
In a few minutes, however, the crowd,
whole and happy, were marching back
singing. The altar had been burned.
"Well, we'll give them until tomorrow
morning to die," Aishe said; but when the
next morning no harm had befallen them,
Aishe began to wonder about the sovereignity of the demons.
Not long afterwards a smallpox epidemic
struck Miango. T h e mission hospital was
overflowing with the sick and with vaccination patients. Although the epidemic
was spreading rapidly, Aishe steadfastly
refused to go for vaccination because he
knew that each morning the patients were
gathered together for a preaching service.
He was avoiding the Gospel, but God
was seeking him.
One night the dreaded disease entered
his doors, and when he arose in the morn,
ing, he found his wife ill and broken out.
That settled it.
"Come," he said to his wife, "let us go
to the white man's compound and be vaccinated."
At the preaching service that morning
he listened attentively to the short illustrated talk given by the missionary to the
patients. T w o sticks were on the table
before the missionary, one lying down and
one upright. The first represented a dead
man; the second, a living man with a gun.
"A lion is coming toward you, and you
fear for your life," the missionary said.
"Now, whom would you call upon for
help, the dead man or the living man?"
indicating the sticks.
Aishe spoke up quickly, "I would call
upon the living man. He would shoot the
lion."
"Then why don't you?" shot back the
missionary. "You worship your ancestors.
They are dead. W h y don't you call on
the living man, Jesus Christ?"
This lesson got home to Aishe and
forged another link in the chain of events
leading to his definite decision for Christ.
As the sheep is employed as a striking
symbol in the word of God, so a sheep
was significant in picturing a truth to Aishe
and in bringing him to a definite place of
surrender.
Aishe bought a sheep from the town
across the river to add to his flock in
Miango. He kept it, as was customary,
in his house several days to accustom it
to its surroundings. Then he released it to
graze with the flock, thinking it would not
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try to escape. W h e n Aishe went to bring
the flock in that night, 'the new sheep was
missing, and unable to find it, Aishe returned home. A sheep left out over night was
considered dead because of the presence
of sheep-eating leopards and hyenas; but
Aishe decided to make one final search.
He went across the river the next. day
to see if perhaps the animal had returned
home. The man who had sold 'che sheep
had not seen it, and Aishe recrossed the
stream and started to Miango by a different route.

are exposed to view, your skirt is scant
and narrow, and your thin silk hose display
your limbs almost to your knees; your dress
is so cut that every line of your figure is
seen in bold relief. You went out on the
street with your companions and saw this
young man and knew that he was a stranger; but you laughed and tossed your head
as you passed him, and perhaps made some
light remark that he overheard.

In a desolate two mile stretch devoid of
houses Aishe saw his sheep grazing some
distance from the path. Throwing down
his hide-coat, pipe, staff, and knife, he
gave chase. Away went the sheep, Aishe
following. The light-footed animal led
the half-naked black man across fields,
up and down ravines, and over hills, always remaining a jump ahead. Finally the
sheep started for the stream and ran
through it. As it started up the opposite
bank, Aishe grabbed its hind leg. He secured the animal with a hastily twisted
grass rope, slung it over his shoulder, and
started for the place where he had left
his belongings. There he sat down to rest.
He began to meditate upon the incident:
"I chase this animal, tiring myself out to
catch it, and it keeps trying to escape me,
trying to get away. Now, why did I want
to catch this sheep? I was not going to
harm it. I was going to protect it. I wanted to take it home and shelter and feed
it. I wanted to protect it from wild
animals, and see all the troube it has caused me . . . That is just the way I am with
God. I run away from Him, turning my
back, and refusing to come to Him; and
all the time He is trying to catch me. He
only wants to take care of me and protect
me. See all the trouble I have caused
Him. He even gave His Son - to die for
me. I am going to stop running away and
give myself to Him!"
T h a t was Aishe's decision, and he carried it out. He came to Christ and He received him and made him His own.—Sel.

Good Advice
Y O U N G girl came home in anger
one day and told her parents that
a young man on the street had spoken to
her in a disrespectful way. Her mother
was as much angered as the girl when
she heard the story, and both thought that
the father should take up the matter.
But the father said, "Daughter, you are
not an immoral girl; but let me tell you
a few things that may help you to look
differently at this matter. You are young
and attractive, and your dress is such that
it displays all your charms of face and
figure. Your arms are bare almost to the
shoulders, your waist is cut so low that a
good portion of your shoulders and chest
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'•'He is a stranger here and did not know
that you were a moral girl, for he would
not think so by your appearance. I'm
sorry this has occurred, but, daughter, you
are as much to blame as he."
Truly this father gave his daughter the
much needed advice. W o u l d to God we
had more such fathers. Oh, that fathers
and mothers and ministers would lift up the
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Bible standard of how Christians should
dress! Every child of God should adorn
*the body in neat, plain, modest attire. It
is impossible to please God and follow the
abominable, ungodly fashions of the
world. Jesus said of His people, "They
are not of the world, even as I am not of
the world." John 17:16. James declares,
"Pure religion is unspotted from the
world." He also says, "Whosoever therefore will be a friend to the world is the
enemy of God." "If any man love the
world, the love of the Father is not in
him. For all that is in the world, the
lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and
the pride of life, is not of the Father but
is of the world"—I John 2:15, 16.—Sel.
Humility is to make a right estimate of
one's self.—Spurgeon.

Letters of a Gentile to His Daughter
(Supposedly

written from Bethlehem,

M y dear daughter:
A GAIN I write you concerning those
* * things which have taken place regarding the child born here recently. It
has been necessary for me to digress and
tell you of things leading up to and culminating in his birth, in order that you may
understand, (regardless of what we may
think or believe), that there is something
very strange surrounding the birth of this
child, and there are so many things to
be told, that it is advisable to try and tell
you in the ordej of their occurrence.
In this letter^ I want to tell you of
Zacharias, the husband of Elisabeth, the
cousin of Mary.
As I wrote you before, Zacharias is E,
Jewish priest. He and Elisabeth are rather
aged, and besides that, Elisabeth was barren, but they had prayed that God would
give them a son.
One day while Zacharias was fulfilling
his duties as priest, there appeared unto
him an angel of the Lord standing on the
right side of the altar of incense. And
when Zacharias saw him, he was troubled,
and fear fell upon him, But the angel said
unto him, "Fear not, Zacharias: for thy
prayer is heard; and thy wife Elisabeth
shall bear thee a son, and thou shalt call
his name John. And thou shalt have joy
and gladness; and many shall rejoice at his
birth. For he shall be great in the sight
of the Lord, and shall drink • neither wine
nor strong drink; and he shall be filled with
the Holy Ghost, even from his mother's
womb. And many of the Children of
Israel shall he turn to the Lord their God.
And he shall go before him in the spirit and
power of Elias, to turn the hearts of the
fathers to the children, and the disobedient
to the wisdom of the just; to make ready
a people prepared for the Lord."

A. D.

3).

Zacharias, knowing
that
Elisabeth
was past the age of child bearing, and
realizing that they were both well stricken
in years, said to the angel: " W h e r e b y shall
I know this? for I am an old man, and my
wife well along in years."
The angel said: "I am Gabriel, that stand
in the presence of God; and am sent to
speak unto thee, and shew thee these glad
tidings. Behold, thou shalt be dumb, and
not able to speak, until the day that these
things shall be performed, because thou
believest not my words, which shall be
fulfilled in their season."
W h e n Zacharias came out of the temple
he could not speak, and the people knew
that he had seen a vision because he
beckoned them but remained speechless.
Mary continued with Elisabeth 'till her
baby was born. And when the neighbors
and. cousins of Elisabeth heard h o w the
Lord had shewed great mercy upon her,
they rejoiced with her. And on the eighth
day when they came to circumcise the
dhild; they called him Zacharias, after
the name of his father, but Elizabeth said,
"Not so; he shall be called John," They
said to her, "You have no relatives by that
name," and they made signs to Zacharias,
to know how he would name the boy.
Zacharias asked for writing material and
wrote. "His name is John." Then his
mouth was opened and he told how the
angel had visited him,
I met one of the shepherds today and
he told me what had happened to them
while they were watching their flocks in
the field. And I found out more of the
difficulties Joseph and Mary had in finding
a place to stay when they arrived here.
I will tell you about that in my next
letter.
Love, from your old Pop.
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Why I Cling to the Old Faith
(Continued from page 347)
themselves in the service of their fellows,
asking for no reward and seeking for no
recognition. Many such men and women
are living in the world today.
W h e r e are the saints of 'urTbel::-C7 How
many sisters has evolution sent to the
slums? Here, once more, common sense
justifies belief. The faith that can create
saints is of infinitely greater importance
than a machine that can separate an atom
into a million particles.
All the extraordinary things that the
modern scientist contrives to do seem to
me so pathetically unimportant. And he is
so puffed up with his own importance. I
read that Einstien's theory of relativity has
revolutionized human thought. At an outside computation, Einstien's theory is completely understood by five thousand people in all. It may have revolutionized their
thought for aught I know; but what do
they really matter anyway?

ascent of character and development of before the fascinations of our Beloved. The
grace. His crowning of us will leave no trials and sorrows of our lives have but
place nor fear for abdication, or unsealing .pressed us closer to His bosom, and deepened our devotion to Him who has never
W e had been proved before.
Whence the secret or the source of our left us nor forsaken us. The love of Him
success and triumph? It is here stated in a who died for us has made us more than
single line, "Them that love Him". It is conqueror, so that all the glory of our patience and perseverance; and the glory, too,
the love of Christ—our love of Him, and
His own Divine love shed abroad in our of our character, and, again, of our corohearts—that has enabled us to endure and nation belongs to His name. Christ is all
and in all. He makes even our troubles
has given us power to overcome. The
seductions of sin have all lost their charm to be trusts.—God's Revivalist.
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The out-and-out unbeliever is of course
a fool, but he is not half such a fool as
the people who call themselves Christian
Platonists and Modernists and other meaningless terms; who want the shadow without the substance, who delude the unwary
and cause the weak to stumble.
—Evangelical Christian.

taught and trained and drilled. W e have
come to our throne, not by seniority, or
reason of death of a predecessor, but by
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I cling to the faith, therefore, because I
am a sane, hard-headed person not to be
bamboozled by test tubes and not willing
to accept guesses as facts because the
guesses come from professors of European
reputation. Sane persons estimate the value
of everything by its results. Good food
is not good because it is pretty to look at,
but because it makes for health and
strength, and as I have said, the faith is
in accord with commonsense and is justified by experience. But the faith must be
the faith, something wonderful, logical and
yet miraculous.

(Continued from page 338)
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